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Attending the online master’s thesis presentations by the GLOCAL Rotterdam 

cohort, it is easy to forget that much of the students’ inspiring research was completed 

under Coronavirus quarantine conditions. Despite having to make sudden decisions to stay 

or leave the Netherlands and adapt their research methods online, our resilient cohort 

managed to reach this collective milestone as originally planned. Normally, this special 

occasion takes place in-person and ends with celebratory drinks, but with Coronavirus 

limitations and two-thirds of our international cohort of twenty back in their home 

countries since campus closed in mid-March, we defended our theses over a two-day event 

(June 11th - 12th) across 12 time zones. Despite these rapid changes on top of the usual 

thesis-writing stress, it was incredible to see the breadth and depth of the topics presented. 

Since we settled on our thematic workshop choices last Fall, worked out our ideas weekly 

this past Winter, and fine-tuned our thoughts and findings biweekly this Spring, we’ve each 

come a long way to share 15 packed minutes of our research.   

True to the GLOCAL spirit, our theses topics touched on global markets (West 

African Ports, the Thai creative economy, London’s advertising clusters, and the queer 

urban geography of Brazil) and local creativities (culture-led redevelopment spaces in 

second cities, female Bulgarian entrepreneurs, and social circuses). Our pathway being 

‘Global History and Creative Industries’, several topics analyzed of cultural influences over 

time, like the historical influence of Chinese porcelain in the Netherlands, and the 

development of Europe as a leading knowledge economy through its Erasmus Mundus Joint 

Degree Master’s programs (like our very own). Several students researched the fashion 

industry, and each found divergence within it, from the precarity of fashion photographers 

to the application of traceability technologies to authenticate luxury brands’ production 

locations. Finally, some of our peers gave us more reasons to take pride in learning out of 

the city of Rotterdam, from its superdiversity encapsulated by the HipHopHuis, to its 

powerful entrepreneurial networks in upholding small music venues and growing the niche 

of circular economy business models around food waste.  



Strange and difficult as these times have been to delve into our most demanding 

work for GLOCAL, I am proud of my peers for their resilience, and I am grateful to our 

many thesis advisers for their patience and guidance. I thoroughly enjoyed getting to know 

each of my peers better through their chosen topics and approaches. They’ve left me with 

new ideas and perspectives that any scholar seeking a diverse community of thoughts and 

backgrounds would hope for. This coda to our GLOCAL academic journey may not have 

been anything any of us could have predicted, but it was because of it, that reminded of why 

these intercultural spaces of exchange are so valuable, moving forward. Many of us missed 

the chance to see our counterparts present their theses in Goettingen (our dates 

overlapped), but I look forward to all of us celebrating in-person, in Glasgow, and in the 

place where our two-year journey began, very soon. 

 

 

 


